The flexible C-terminal region of Aspergillus terreus blasticidin S deaminase: identification of its functional roles with deletion enzymes.
Although the four polypeptides of blasticidin S (BS) deaminase (BSD) are packed rather tightly coordinated to the "structural and catalytic" zinc atom of each subunit, the C-terminal region of the enzyme was suggested to be somewhat molten and flexible [M. Kimura, S. Sekido, Y. Isogai, and I. Yamaguchi (2000) J. Biochem. 127, 955-963]. To understand roles of this flexible region, we constructed five C-terminal deletion variants of BSD (each successively deleted from the C-terminal end up to five residues) and analyzed their biochemical properties focusing on the structure and activity of the enzyme. BSD and all of the deletion mutants showed the unique rigid conformation (e.g., characterized by their stabilities in SDS solution) and high levels of resistance against protease digestions. Furthermore, both the wild-type and deletion apoenzymes exhibited similar physical properties in thermodynamic refolding into the stable tetramer conformation. However, these small C-terminal deletions exerted deleterious effects on the catalytic efficiency of the enzyme as indicated by their strongly reduced k(cat)/K(m) value. Judging from the altered kinetic parameters and unaltered structural properties of the deletion variants, these C-terminal residues appear to be directly involved in enzyme-substrate interaction. In this short flexible region, Tyr-126, Trp-128, and Gly-130 were the key residues. Most notably, removal of Gly-130 markedly increased K(m) for BS without affecting its k(cat) value. These results indicate that the flexible C-terminal region is important for catalytic function and that a single Gly residue at the C-terminal end of BSD contributes significantly in facilitating access of a substrate to the active site.